
ODE Math 304-01, Fall 2004Computer Projet #3A Family of Predator-Prey EquationsDUE DATE: Friday De. 3, in lass.The goal of this projet is to apply tehniques for investigating planar nonlinear systems (lin-earization about equilibrium points, nulllines, bifuration theory, et.) to a population model of apredator-prey system. For this projet you may use MAPLE or the ODE software by John Polkingavailable at http://math.rie.edu/�dfield/dfpp.html. You may have to adjust your printingsettings to print from the web using the Polking software. (See instrutions on his website.) Theommand you will need for MAPLE is phaseportrait . Be sure to load the ODE pakage by typ-ing with(DEtools):. You an learn about the ommand and see some speial examples by typing?phaseportrait at a ommand prompt.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive from a soureother than your lab partner(s) should be appropriately aknowledged. Your report should be typed,providing oherent answers to eah of the following questions. Only one projet per group need besubmitted.A Model for a Predator-Prey SystemConsider the following one-parameter family of nonlinear, �rst-order equations modeling a predator-prey system: dxdt = 9x� bx2 � 3xydydt = �2y + xywhere b is a parameter satisfying 0 � b � 9. The variable x represents the population of a prey (sayrabbits) while the variable y represents the population of predators that hunts and feeds on the prey(say foxes). How an you tell from the model that x orresponds to the prey while y orresponds tothe predator?The goal is to understand the interation between the two speies and determine the fate of eahpopulation as t ! 1. This will depend on the parameter b so you should keep an eye out for anybifurations. Keep in mind that these represent populations (units suppressed) so that we only wantto onsider the region where x � 0 and y � 0, that is, our phase portraits should only be drawn in the�rst quadrant inluding the two oordinate axes. \Negative" populations are physially unrealisti.The Projet1. Suppose that x0 = x(0) = 0, that is, the prey are extint. Show that x(t) = 0 for all t, so thatthe prey remain extint. (This makes good physial sense.) In this ase, what is the fate of thepredator population for di�erent initial onditions of y0 = y(0)? Does your answer depend onb? What type of model is being used for the predators when there are no prey? Give a physialinterpretation of the model.2. Suppose that y0 = y(0) = 0, that is, the predators are extint. Show that y(t) = 0 for all t, sothat the predators remain extint. (Again, this makes good physial sense.) In this ase, what1



is the fate of the prey population for di�erent initial onditions of x0 = x(0)? Does your answerdepend on b? What type of model is being used for the prey when there are no predators? Givea physial interpretation of the model.3. List all of the equilibrium points of the system. Your answer should depend on b. (Reall,0 � b � 9.) Given that x � 0; y � 0, how many equilibrium points are there? List anybifurations you �nd, desribing the numbers and loations of equilibria before, at and after thebifuration. Is it possible for both populations to oexist?4. Linearize the system about the equilibrium points you found in the previous question. Classifythe type of eah equilibrium point (saddle, soure, spiral sink, et.). Your answers will vary as bvaries. Again, only onsider those equilibria where x � 0; y � 0. Are there any new bifurationsthat you didn't �nd in the previous question? Explain.5. List and sketh the x- and y-nulllines. Sine these may vary with b, you should draw severaldi�erent pitures (before, at and after bifuration values.) Sketh the diretion �eld on thenulllines and in the region between nulllines. You may use software to help you hek thediretion �eld, but you should turn in hand-drawn skethes for this question.6. Putting together the information obtained in the previous questions, sketh solutions in thephase plane (x � 0; y � 0) for various values of b, keeping in mind the bifuration values youhave loated. For what values of b are the equilibrium points hyperboli? In the hyperboliases, explain how the eigenvetors for the assoiated linear systems help you sketh the phaseplane for the full nonlinear system. In the non-hyperboli ases, does the linearization providea useful approximation? Explain. Note: You may use MAPLE or the ODE software by JohnPolking to obtain phase portraits but be sure to explain how all the information obtained fromprevious questions �ts into your piture.7. Using all of the information obtained thus far, disuss the fate of both the predator and preypopulations as b is varied from 0 to 9. List all the bifuration values you have found and desribethe long-term behavior of the populations before, at and after eah bifuration. Is it possiblefor both populations to stably oexist? (Not just oexist, but a small perturbation does not ruinthis oexistene. One might say this is a robust as opposed to fragile eosystem.)8. The ase b = 0 is partiularly interesting beause it is possible to �nd formulas for solutionurves in the phase plane. The system is said to be integrable in this ase. LetL(x; y) = x3 + y � 23 lnx� 3 ln ybe a two-variable funtion de�ned for x > 0; y > 0.a. Let (x(t); y(t)) be a solution to the system of ODE's with b = 0 and initial ondition (x0; y0).Show that if L(x0; y0) = , then L(x(t); y(t)) =  for all t. In other words, a solution on alevel urve of L(x; y) stays on the same level urve for all time. We all L(x; y) an integralfor the ODE.b. Show that (2; 3) is a minimum of L(x; y). (Review your multi-variable alulus | goodpratie for next semester.) What does this tell us about the level urves near (2; 3)?. For the ase b = 0, the system of ODE's has an equilibrium point (x�; y�) not on eitheroordinate axis. Is this equilibrium point hyperboli? Using the fat that L(x; y) is anintegral, what type of solutions exist near (x�; y�) in the phase plane? Given the linearizationabout (x�; y�), why is it important to have the integral L(x; y)?2


